All students are required to wear school uniforms as defined in the following policy. All articles of the uniform are to be maintained and worn in a way that represents the individual student and Navarro Middle School in a positive manner.

**UNIFORM TOPS:**

NO WRITING OR GRAPHICS ALLOWED AT ANY TIME EXCEPT NAVARRO LOGO

- **6th Graders** **Maroon** uniform polo shirts or grade level spirit shirt
- **7th Graders** **Gray** uniform polo shirts or grade level spirit shirt
- **8th Graders** **Black** uniform polo shirts or grade level spirit shirt

- Short sleeves may not be rolled up
- No oversized or form-fitting shirts allowed
- Navarro club/team/spirit shirts may be worn on FRIDAYS only
- Spirit shirts are sold at the main office
- Only white or grade level colored undershirts will be allowed
- Undershirts may not display any writing or graphics
- A uniform shirt must be worn each day even if wearing a jacket
- Shirts must have sleeves and cover the midriff and chest area

**UNIFORM BOTTOMS:**

ALL STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO WEAR SOLID-COLORED KHAKI, BLACK, OR BLUE UNIFORM BOTTOMS.

**PANTS**

- Students may wear blue denim jeans, or khaki, navy blue or black uniform pants only
- No alternate color jeans are permitted
- No wide hems on the pant legs are permitted
- Pant legs may not be rolled up
- Pants with holes, tears, frays, rips or graphics are not allowed
- Pants must fit appropriately; no sagging or form-fitting pants
- No skinny or ripped jeans
- Corduroy pants, stretch pants, leggings and khaki jean pants are not permitted
- Fleece pants, pajama bottoms and sweat pants are not allowed

**FOOTWEAR / SOCKS**

- Socks must be worn below the knee and can be any color
- Shoelaces must be tied
- High-heels, combat boots, steel-toed boots, flip-flops, slides, crocs, house slippers, platforms, backless or toeless shoes, and sandals WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
- Shoes with rollers or wheels are not permitted
OUTER GARMENTS
- All windbreakers, sweaters and jackets must be unzipped or unbuttoned at all times
- No logos, graphics, lettering or designs other than a Navarro logo will be allowed
- Any outer garments with logos, graphics, lettering or designs will be confiscated
- Students may not wear hoods, hats, bandanas or any other head gear at any time

NOT PERMITTED
- Shorts
- Excessive make-up and hair color other than a natural shade
- Excessive bracelets and bracelets with metal spikes
- Heavy chains and dog collars
- Any jewelry deemed gang-related by HISD will be confiscated
- Hoop earrings larger than a quarter in diameter
- Any jewelry containing vulgar language or pictures will be confiscated
- Purses
- Sunglasses, shades, or costume glasses
- Tattoos or markings from pens or markers on skin
- Body piercings other than ear piercings are not permitted

DRESS CODE VIOLATION ACTION PLAN
School administration is the final arbitrator on what detracts from the educational process. Students will be issued the following consequences for dress code violations:

- Administration may issue loaner uniform top/bottoms that must be worn all day
- Loaner items must be returned in exchange for confiscated items
- Students with sagging bottoms will be issued a zip tie that must be worn all day
- Any apparel item out of dress code will be confiscated
- Oversized bags, backpacks and purses will be confiscated

FOR ALL DRESS CODE VIOLATIONS, PARENTS WILL BE NOTIFIED AND A REFERRAL WILL BE ISSUED